and dynamic behavior. Unfortunately, as far as the SPO approach goes, the categories of algebras with some type of partial homomorphisms as morphisms that appear to be of interest in this field have never all pushouts or, in the best cases, they have all pushouts only when the signature contains only miliary and unary operation symbols. Thus, in order to use an SPO approach to the transformation of algebras in this context, one must find first an as general as possible application condition that answers the question: when can a given production rule be applied through a given morphism? In other words, it is necessary to characterize those pairs of morphisms having a pushout in the category where one plans to work.
Such an application condition was established by A. Wagner and M. Gogolla in their seminal paper on the SPO transformation of arbitrary partial algebras [17] for quomorphisms (homomorphisms defined on relative subalgebras of the source algebra), but only for partial algebras without miliary operations. In [4] we generalized their work to quomorphisms of partial algebras over an arbitrary signature, and we also established the application condition for closed-domain quomorphisms, while in [5] we studied another special type of quomorphisms, the closed quomorphisms (closed homomorphisms defined on relative subalgebras of the source algebra) and we also characterized the pairs of closed homomorphisms of partial algebras that have a pushout in the corresponding category.
In this paper we characterize the pairs of closed-domain closed quomorphisms of partial algebras that have a pushout in the category of partial £-algebras with this kind of morphisms, for an arbitrary signature E. Although we only consider in our work pushouts of pairs of morphisms, our results generalize in a straightforward way to pushouts of arbitrary non-empty families of morphisms with the same source algebra. This paper, as well as [2, 4, 5] , is based on the first-named author's PhD Thesis [1] , although the proofs provided here are different from those given there and somehow more concise.
We assume the reader familiar with the basic language and methods of the theory of (finitary, many-sorted) partial algebras, as introduced for instance in [6, Chap. I] or [7, Parts 1, 2] ; Appendix A in [9] or Sect. 2 in [5] contain also all the basic notions and results needed to understand this paper. To close this introduction, we want to point out some conventions and notations that will be used throughout this paper without any further notice.
-A signature is a triple E = (S,Q,rj), where 5 is a non-empty set of sorts, f2 is a set of operation symbols and rj : fi -> S* x S is the arity mapping, that sends-every tp € fi to its arity (uj(ip),a(ip)) 6 S* x S.
-An operation symbol tp is n-ary when the length of the word w(<¿>) is n. We shall denote by the set of n-ary operation symbols in E, and by íí(+) the set fiof non-nullary operation symbols. -Unless otherwise stated, whenever we denote an algebra by a capital letter in boldface type (A,B,...), we shall denote its carrier set by the same letter, but in slanted type (A,B,...), the realization of an operation in it by adding the algebra's name as a superscript to the operation symbol (<p A , ip B ,...), and, if necessary, its carrier of a given sort by the same capital letter in slanted type, but with the sort as a subscript (As, B t • • •)• Nevertheless, and in order to lighten the notations, whenever there is no danger of confusion we shall skip all subscripts corresponding to sorts in the names of the carriers of the algebras, the components of the homomorphisms or the congruences, etc.
-Given an S-set A = (A s ) s& in an algebra A is total when it is a total mapping, and discrete when it is the empty mapping. When a nullary operation in an algebra A is total, we say that it is defined in A, and we identify it with its image. A partial E-algebra is discrete when all operations in it are so. -Given an equivalence relation 6 on an 5-set A, we shall always denote by natg : A -> A/9 the corresponding quotient mapping of S-sets.
Preliminaries
To ease the task of the reader, in this section we gather some results that will be used later. The notations introduced in this section will also be used in the next section, usually without any further notice.
Pushouts of homomorphisms
Let E = (S,Q,rj) be a signature. It is well known that the category Alg s of all partial E-algebras with homomorphisms as morphisms has all pushouts: see [6, §4.3] or [12] . Let us recall a construction of the pushout of two homomorphisms in Alg s .
Let / : K -• A and g : K -• B be two homomorphisms of partial E-algebras. The disjoint sum of the EW-reducts A<+> and B<+) of A and 
Let P be the partial E-algebra whose E( + )-reduct is the quotient and whose nullary operations are defined as follows: for every <po € f^0-*, is defined if and only if or are defined, and if or are defined, then (PQ is the corresponding equivalence class modulo d(f,g). Let finally g : A -• P and / : B -> P be the homomorphisms given by the restrictions to A and B of the quotient mapping natg^f^ : A U B -> {A U B)/6(f, g).
THEOREM 1. With the previous notations, the cocone (P,P: A-P,/:B->P)
is a pushout of f and g in Alg s .
• On the other hand, Burmeister and Wojdylo proved in [12] that the category C-Alg s of all partial E-algebras with closed homomorphisms as morphisms has all pushouts only when fl = fi^Ui^1) (actually, they proved it for one-sorted signatures, but their proof can be easily generalized to arbitrary, many-sorted signatures). In [5] we characterized the pairs of closed homomorphisms that have a pushout in C-Alg 2 , for an arbitrary signature E. This characterization, which we recall below, uses the following notion. DEFINITION 1. Let A and B be two partial E-algebras and let C be a relative subalgebra of A( + ) © with carrier set C C A U B. A congruence 9 on C is separately closed when it satisfies the following condition: for every <p € ) is equivalent to closedness of the homomorphisms / and g in the pushout of / and g in Alg s described above.
Pushouts of different types of quomorphisms
Let £ = (S, fi, rj) be a signature and A and B two partial S-algebras. A partial mapping / : A-* B between their carrier sets is: -a quomorphism from A to B when it is a homomorphism from the relative subalgebra of A supported on its domain Dom / to B. -a closed-domain quomorphism from A to B, a cd-quomorphism for short, when it is a quomorphism and Dom / is a closed subset of A. -a closed quomorphism from A to B, a c-quomorphism for short, when it is a closed homomorphism from the relative subalgebra of A supported on Dom / to B. -a closed-domain closed quomorphism from A to B, a cdc-quomorphism for short, when it is simultaneously a c-quomorphism and a cd-quomorphism.
The categories of all partial S-algebras with quomorphisms, c-quomorphisms, cd-quomorphisms, and cdc-quomorphisms as morphisms will be denoted, respectively, by Q-Alg s , CQ-Alg s , CDQ-Alg s , and CDCQ-Alg s . The first two categories have been studied in [10, 11, 12] , while the other two have been studied in [3] . We refer the interested readers to these papers for the basic information about these partial homomorphisms.
The pairs of quomorphisms, cd-quomorphisms and c-quomorphisms that have a pushout in Q-Alg^, CDQ-Alg^ and CQ-Alg 2 , respectively, for an arbitrary signature E, have already been characterized in our previous papers [4, 5] . We recall in this subsection these characterizations for the last two categories, which are the ones used in the next section. But first, we need to introduce some notations.
Let S be a non-empty set (of sorts). Given two partial mappings / : K -• A and g : K B of S-sets:
-let E(f, g) be the relation on the disjoint union A U B defined by
It is straightforward to check that [12, Lem. 8] . Notice also that if / and g are total, then D(f,g) -AuB and the relation E(f, g) is equal to the homonymous relation defined in §2.1.
As far as cd-quomorphisms goes, we shall not recall here the characterization established in [4] as it stands, but an equivalent one with a statement that is more suitable to our purposes. 
And iff andg satisfy conditions (CDPOl) and (CDP02), then a pushout in CDQ-Alg E of them can be obtained as follows. Let Let us prove that the condition (CDP02) given in the last theorem is equivalent to the one given in [4, Thm. 9] . In the next statement, E^, g , stands for the inverse relation of Ef g i. 
Proof. To see that the condition given in the statement implies (CDP02), it is enough to check that if two closed subsets Ao and Bo of A' and B' are such that / -1 (J4O) = g~1(Bo) and if do is the congruence generated by Ef t gi n (A 0 U Bo) 2 on the closed subalgebra Aj
which is straightforward. Let us prove now that (CDP02) implies the condition in the statement. Let Do be a closed subset of A'^ © B'^ containing all nullary operations defined in A or in B, and let 60 be a congruence on the closed subalgebra Do supported on it such that
Set Ao = Do fl A and Bo = Do n B: these are closed subsets of A' and B', respectively, and, up to an isomorphism, Do = Ao<+> © Bo
which implies that g(x) e B D Do = Bo. This proves that / -1 (Ao) C 5 _1 (Bq): the other inclusion holds by symmetry.
Let 0q be the congruence on Do generated by Ef tg / fl (Do x Do). Since
we have that 0' 0 c0o. Now, condition (CDP02) guarantees that
and hence 0(f, g') n (Do x (A' U B')) C 0 O , as we wanted to prove.
• Finally, as far as c-quomorphisms go, in [5] we obtained the following characterization. be a pushout of fo and go in Algj¡, which turns out to be also their pushout in C-Alg 2 by Theorem 2, and let g : A -» P and f : B -» P be the c-quomorphisms from A and B to P defined by the closed homomorphisms g and f. Then
is a pushout of f and g in CQ-Alg^.
Pushouts of cdc-quomorphisms
Let CDCQ-Alg E be the category of partial E-algebras with cdc-quomorphisms as morphisms. This category was studied in detail in [3] for onesorted signatures E. In particular, it was proved therein that CDCQ-Alg s has all pushouts if and only if all operation symbols in E are unary: although it was only proved for one-sorted signatures, the proof can be easily generalized to arbitrary signatures. This was used in [8] to develop an SPO approach to the algebraic transformation of unary partial algebras using cdc-quomorphisms.
The goal of this section is to characterize the pairs of cdc-quomorphisms of partial E-algebras that have a pushout in CDCQ-Alg s , for an arbitrary signature 2. To begin with, we establish a result concerning pushouts in CDCQ-Alg s of closed homomorphisms that will be used in the proof of the main theorem. , (pQ-is defined if and only ¡Pq is defined (actually, both assertions are equivalent to the fact that tpff is defined), and if they are both defined, then This shows that, in this case, the relation used in condition (CDP02) in Theorem 3 is equal to E(f,g), and thus the congruence #(/', g') defined in loc. cit. is equal to the congruence 6(f, g) used to construct the pushout of / and g in Alg^.
<=) Assume first that / : K -> A and g : K -• B have a pushout in CDQ-Alg s . Then, by Theorem 3 and the equalities A' = A, B' = B and 6(f',g') = 0(f,g) pointed out above, this pushout is also given by their pushout (P, <7 : A -> P, / : B -> P) in Alg s and C-Alg s . Let us prove that this cocone is also a pushout of them in CDCQ-Alg s .
Since g and / are closed homomorphisms (because it is a pushout in C-Algj;), they are in particular cdc-quomorphisms. Thus, it remains to prove that this cocone satisfies the universal property of pushouts in CDCQ-Alg s . So, let p : A -• C and q : B -• C be two cdc-quomorphisms such that p o / = q o g. By the universal property of pushouts in CDQ-Algg, there exists one, and only one, cd-quomorphism h : P -» C such that h o g = p and ho f = q. If we prove that h is closed, we will be done.
Let ipo be a miliary operation symbol. If tp^ is defined, then, since, say, p is a c-quomorphism, <PQ-is also defined and belongs to Domp, which implies, by the construction of P, that ip^ is defined and equal to <?(</>o~), and then, since h o g = p, it belongs to Dom/i.
Let now ip € ii (+) and x e (Dom/if^ be such that h(x) 6 dom <p c . Since / and g satisfy condition (CHP02) in Theorem 2, we have that x € g(A) u M oi x 6 f(B) u^\ Assume that x = g(a) for some a £ the other case is analogous. Since x € (Domand hog --p, we deduce that a € (Domp) w^' and p(a) = h(x) 6 domyj c , which implies, p being a cdc-quomorphism, that a € dom ip A and hence x = g(a) € dom</? p .
This proves that h is closed, as we wanted. =>) Assume that / and g have a pushout
{Pc,9c--A-+Pc,3c:B-*Pc)
in CDCQ-Algs; we want to prove that they have a pushout in CDQ-Alg£.
To begin with, let us prove that this cocone is, up to isomorphism, the pushout (P) i? : A -• P, / : B -• P) of / and g in Algs and C-Algs given above. Indeed, since g and / are closed homomorphisms, and in particular cdc-quomorphisms, such that gof = fog, by the universal property of pushouts in CDCQ-Algs we have that there exists a cdc-quomorphism h : Pc -> P such that / = h o f c and g = h o g c . Since g and / axe homomorphisms, this implies that g c and f c are also totally defined, thus closed homomorphisms. We can apply then the universal property of pushouts again, this time in C-Algs, to deduce that there exists a closed homomorphism h' : P -> Pc such that h' o f = f c and h' o g = g c .
K
A Then, h'oh is a cdc-quomorphism such that h'ohog c -g c and h'ohof c = f c . This implies, by the universal property of pushouts in CDCQ-Alg 2 , that h' oh = Idp c . In particular, h is totally defined, and hence a closed homomorphism. Therefore, h oh' is a closed homomorphism such that hoh'og = g and hoh'of = /, and then, by the universal property of pushouts in C-Alg£, hoh' = Idp. This shows that h! and h are isomorphisms inverse to each other.
Thus, in the sequel we take the cocone (P) ff : A -> P, / : B -• P)
as the pushout of / and g in CDCQ-Alg s . Let us prove now that / and g satisfy conditions (CDPOl) and (CDP02) in Theorem 3, and thus that they have a pushout in CDQ-Alg s .
As we mentioned at the beginning of this proof, / and g satisfy condition (CDPOl) taking A' -A and B' = B. As far as condition (CDP02) goes, we also saw there that = E(f,g) and 0(f',g') = 0(f,g), and thus, we have to prove that, for every closed subsets AQ and Bo of A and B, respectively, such that f~1(AO) = g~1(Bo), if OQ is the congruence on A^© Bj, +) generated by E(f,g) n (AQ U J5 0 ) •
We now proceed to establish a first characterization of the pairs of cdcquomorphisms of partial E-algebras that have a pushout in CDCQ-Alg^. If we can prove that h is totally defined, then it will be a closed homomorphism and we will be done. Now, Dom/i is a closed subset of Q containing g(A c ) U f(B c ), and this set generates the carrier set Q of Q, because Idg and ^c Q (g(A c )L>f(B c )) ( un~ derstood as a cdc-quomorphism from Q into itself) are cdc-quomorphisms Q -• Q such that, when composed with g and /, yield again g and /, and therefore, by the universal property of pushouts, they must be equal. Thus, CQ(g(A c ) U f(B c )) = Q and hence Domh = Q, as we wanted.
• We can use now Theorems 2 and 3 to rephrase this characterization in a more intrinsic and operational way. , it is easy to prove the equivalence between properties (ii) in (CDCPOl) and in condition (a) in Theorem 5, which proves the equivalence between these two conditions. Then condition (b) in loc. cit. is easily seen to be equivalent to the conjunction of (CDCP02) and (CDCP03) using Theorems 2 and 3 and the proof of Proposition 2. We leave the details to the reader.
• This shows that every pair of closed subsets of A and B satisfying property (i) in (CDCPOl) also satisfies property (ii) in it, and hence that / and g satisfy condition (CDPOl) in Theorem 3 if and only if they satisfy condition (CDCPOl), and, when they satisfy them, the closed subsets of A and B given by these two conditions are the same. This implies that / and g satisfy condition (CDP02) in Theorem 3 if and only if they satisfy condition (CDCP03) (because, in this case, these two conditions say exactly the same).
It remains to prove that if / and g satisfy conditions (CDPOl) and (CDP02), then they also satisfy condition (CDCP02), using that / and g have a pushout in CQ-Alg s . So, assume that / and g have a pushout in CDQ-Alg s , and let (Q,$: A-*Q,/:B-Q) be the one described in Theorem 3: by the previous paragraph, it should be clear that (with the notations of Corollary 1) the carrier set Q of Q is equal to {A c UB c )/6{f c ,g c ).
By the universal property of pushouts in Q-Alg s , there exists a quomorphism h : P -• Q such that h o g = g and h o f = /. This h is surjective because, by construction, Q = f(A) U g{B). But now, since, by assumption, / and g satisfy condition (CQP02) in Theorem 4, we have that i*"(ip) = §(A) U M U for every € ii (+) , and hence
which proves condition (CDCP02).
• Conditions (CDCPOl), (CDCP02) and (CDCP03) are independent, as the following examples show. EXAMPLE 1. Let S be a one-sorted signature with only one operation symbol ip, which is binary. Let K be the discrete E-algebra with carrier set K = {^1)^2}, let A be the discrete E-algebra with carrier set A = {o}, and let B be the partial E-algebra with carrier set B = {61, ¿2, c} and the operation >p defined simply by ip B (bi,c) = c. Let / : K -> A be the constant mapping, which is a closed homomorphism, and let g : K -• B be the closed homomorphism defined by g(k\) = b\ and 3(^2) = 62• Since / and g are totally defined, the carrier sets of A and B axe the greatest closed subsets of these algebras with the same preimages under / and g, respectively. But there do not exist the greatest closed subsets of A and B with the same preimages under / and g and, moreover, satisfying condition (ii) in (CDCPOl).
Indeed, A\ = 0 and B\ -{c} are two closed subsets with this property, as well as A2 = A and £2 = {bi,fa}, but A\ U A2 = A and B\ U B2 = d2, and let g : K -* B be the closed homomorphisms defined by g(ki) = 61,3(^2) = ¿>2-It is easy to prove that the pushout in Alg s of / and g is also their pushout in C-Algj, which implies that they satisfy conditions (CDCPOl), with A c = A and B c = B, as well as (CDCP02). But they do not satisfy condition (CDCP03). Indeed, the congruence Q(f,g) identifies on the one hand a, bi and 62, and on the other hand d\ and d2. Consider now the closed subsets AQ = 0 and Bo = {di, ¿2} of A and B, respectively. Then f~l(Ao) = 0 = g~1(Bo), but the congruence OQ on Ao © Bo generated by E{fi9) n (A) U Bo) 2 is the diagonal on Ao U Bo, which does not identify d\ with <¿2-EXAMPLE 3. Let E be the signature in the last examples. Let now K be the empty E-algebra, and let A and B be two discrete E-algebras with carrier sets A = {a} and B = {£>}, respectively. Let / : K -• A and g : K -> B be the empty homomorphisms. It is straightforward to prove that these cdcquomorphisms satisfy conditions (CDCPOl) (taking A c = A and B c = B) and (CDCP03) (because © Bc +^ is discrete), but they do not satisfy condition (CDCP02): (A U Bf # A 2 U B 2 .
To finish this paper, let us point out that we proved in [5, Thm. 5.2] that if two c-quomorphisms have a pushout in CQ-Alg s , then they also have a pushout in Q-Alg s , while in Corollary 2 we have proved that if two cdc-quomorphisms have a pushout in CQ-Alg s and in CDQ-Alg E , then they also have a pushout in CDCQ-Alg^, and that if two cdc-quomorphisms have a pushout in CQ-Alg 2 and CDCQ-Alg s , then they also have a pushout in CDQ-Alg s . It turns out that no other implication concerning the existence of pushouts of cdc-quomorphisms in these categories holds, except those obtained by combining these three implications. For instance, Example 1 shows that two cdc-quomorphisms (even two closed homomorphisms) with a pushout in CDQ-Alg s need not have a pushout in CDCQ-Alg s . The full set of counterexamples can be found in [1] : see Table 9 .1 therein.
If we restrict ourselves to pushouts of closed homomorphisms, then, besides the implications mentioned above, other implications also hold: by [4, Prop. 13] (and the fact that closed homomorphisms always satisfy condition (CDPOl)), if two closed homomorphisms have a pushout in Q-Alg 2 , then they also have a pushout in CDQ-Alg s ; by [5, Cor. 5.3] , two closed homomorphisms have a pushout in CQ-Alg£ if and only if they have a pushout in Q-Alg s and in C-Alg s ; and by Proposition 2, if two closed homomorphisms have a pushout in C-Alg s and in CDCQ-Algj, then they also have a pushout in CDQ-Alg s , and if two closed homomorphisms have a pushout in C-Algg and in CDQ-Alg^, then they also have a pushout in CDCQ-Alg s . It can be proved again that no other implication concerning the existence of pushouts of closed homomorphisms in these categories holds, except those obtained by combining these implications. For instance, Example 2 shows that two closed homomorphisms with a pushout in C-Alg s need not have a pushout in CDCQ-Alg s or in CDQ-Alg s . Again, the full set of counterexamples can be found in [1] : see Table 9 .2 therein.
